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Chris Powling Number 23:
Teachers as Readers

...I

can sympathise with any teacher who complains she
has “no time to read”. When I was running a class I was
sometimes too busy to pick up a book.

Today, the situation is even worse. Whatever beneﬁts the Literacy Hour
has brought, the encouraging of reading for pleasure certainly isn’t one.
The same can be said of SATs, OFSTED Inspections and League Tables.
For me the very injunction to “drive-up standards”, never far from
most politicians’ lips, calls up an image of cattle being stampeded in
the direction of the moral high ground by a team of intense and boneweary trail hands. Curling up with a book, whether inside or outside
the classroom, simply gets you trampled in a cloud of dust.
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Or so I’ve long suspected.
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The Truth is a Meringue – Andy Stanton

Alas, now there’s proof. Earlier this year, the United Kingdom
Literacy Association (UKLA) published the ﬁrst report in its ‘Teachers
as Readers’ research project, which investigated the reading habits of
1200 current classroom practitioners. Among its ﬁndings were the
following:
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most primary teachers could not name more than three authors/
illustrators of picture books (a quarter couldn’t name any).
most primary teachers could not name more than three poets
for children.
most primary teachers, when asked to name three ‘good’
children’s authors, could not go beyond Roald Dahl,
J.K. Rowling or some permutation of our Children’s Laureates
ie the writers even non-teachers are likely to know.

Meeting the Readers 2007
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Heartbreaking or what?
The better news is that almost three-quarters of teachers questioned had
read books for pleasure at home within the last month and remarked
approvingly on their own experience of books when they were pupils.
“Our sense,” commented Prof. Teresa Cremin, who directed the
research, “is that teachers are readers and their memories of reading
are dominated by powerful and emotional texts. They enjoy reading
popular books and they also read powerful books. But in the classroom
they only read light, fun texts. There is a discrepancy here.”
I’ll say.
Not surprisingly, the next phase of the UKLA project is called
‘Building a Community of Readers’. This involves the ‘raising of
teachers’ knowledge of literature through reading groups and links
with libraries.
Let’s wish UKLA the best of luck. And let’s hope this initiative doesn’t
get the usual dusty answer from test-obsessed politicians.
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Apologies to:

We are grateful to Egmont Books for their help with the front
cover of this issue:
Mirrorscape by Mike Wilks £6.99 ISBN: 978-1405233491

Mary McQuillan and Piccadilly Press for mistakenly crediting the wrong person as the
illustrator of It’s Not Fair! in issue 36. The review of this title should have read by Anita
Harper and Mary McQuillan.
Rowan Stanﬁeld-Miller and Childs Play Publisher for referring to another artist instead of
Tim Burton in her review of The Flower.
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